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From the desk of

THE UNSPOKEN NAME
I'd like to thank everyone for their
patience in waiting for a new KiiiYaaaah!!! hardcopy newsletter. It
was worth the wait as we got 16
pages full of strategy articles and
other important rulings and info. We
also included the new Shadowfist
poster/playmat, plus Red Wedding
promo cards including the new 7
Masters faction promo! Let me stop
here so you can get right on to
reading. Enjoy!

Critical Shift
Recent Rulings and Excerpts from the Red Wedding FAQ
RULING: CB Radio, Kinoshita
House, and the End of the Attack
Z-M AN RULES , the end
of combat with the target of the
attack has been handled differently than
combat with an interceptor. In interceptor
combat, there is a scene right after combat
damage is inflicted where effects that may
be triggered by the combat damage are
generated. This scene is still considered to
take place during combat, so most
voluntary effects are not permitted until
the scene, and combat, are complete.
However, voluntary effects were
allowed in this scene if combat was with
the target of the attack (unless the combat
won the game.) This was meant to allow
tricks that were legal under Daedalus
rules, such as playing Bite of the Jellyfish
then Bull Market when somebody
Burned for Victory a Site. This also
allowed a number of other tricks that may
or may not have been possible under
Daedalus rules, like Vivisecting a
Character that was Avenging Thundered
or a Plasma Trooper that would die when
its Fighting bonus wore off. These were
not considered a problem.
More recently, players have found more
serious abuses of this timing loophole. It
was possible to attack twice with a
Character by pulling it out of an attack
with either Kinoshita House or CB Radio
after it had inflicted its combat damage.
For this reason, and to make the
timing of the end of combat more
consistent, it is no longer permitted to
generate voluntary effects after attackers
enter combat with their targets. This
restricted period lasts until the attack
ends and attackers have gone home.
This does not prevent the use of effects
that are permitted by something that
happened in the combat, such as City Park,
Baptism of Fire, and Bite of the Jellyfish. It
also does not prevent the use of effects that
specifically respond to an effect that was
played, such as using Confucian Stability
to cancel a Bite of the Jellyfish.
A Character with Ambush that is the
subject of a CB Radio may still take
advantage of the window of permission to
use Tactics (and thus unturn to attack
again) between Ambush damage and
normal damage, even if the Character
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being attacked has been smoked by the
Ambush damage. (Since Ambush does not
work against Sites, you cannot attack two
Sites in a turn by use of this trick.)

RULING: Shaolin Surprise,
Shadowy Mentor, and Moving States
ORMALLY , abilities that contradict
each other (such as multiple cards
taking control of the same Character) are
handled by the most recent to resolve
overriding older ones. However, when
cards like Shaolin Surprise and Wong Fei
Yi move States from one card to another,
the bookkeeping required to handle any
new conflicts becomes impractical.
For this reason, when a State is
moved, the time of its resolution is
considered to be the time at which the
effect that moved it resolved. The State
does not actually resolve again, (for
instance, moving a Replacement Parts
would not heal the new subject) it just
overrides other conflicting abilities.
Example: If you move a Shadowy Mentor
from a Golden Gunman to a Quan Lo who is
already the subject of an opponent’s Mentor,
you will take control of Quan Lo, no matter
which Mentor is older.
Shaolin Surprise complicates matters,
because the moved State is often returned
to its original subject and controller. In this
case, the State also returns to its old position
in the relative ordering of abilities. Here is
the rules text of Shaolin Surprise:
“If you don’t control target
State, pay 1 Power :: Take control
of that state and place it on any
legal subject. If the original subject
is in play at the end of the turn,
return control of the State and
place it on the original subject.”
Example: You use Shadowy Mentor to steal
John Tower. Later, an opponent plays Shifting
Loyalties to take control of all Pledged
Characters, including John Tower and your
Shinobu Yashida.
Later, you play Shaolin Surprise to take
control of the Mentor, and move it from John to
Shinobu. John Tower remains where he was; the
Mentor wasn’t the most recent card to take
control of him, so removing it doesn’t affect
control. You do take control of Shinobu, even
though the Shifting Loyalties is newer than your
Mentor. If John Tower left play before the end of
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the turn, you would retain control of Shinobu.
However, if John Tower survives the turn,
the Mentor returns to him, the Mentor’s
previous controller gets it back, and it returns to
its previous place in the dispute over who
controls John Tower. Since the Shifting
Loyalties is newer than the Mentor, it continues
to override the Mentor on John Tower.
Things would behave similarly even if
you used the Shaolin Surprise to move
the Mentor from John Tower to John
Tower; you’d get control of him for the
turn, and give him back when the
Shaolin Surprise expires.

Red Wedding FAQ Excerpts
Dr. Timbul Damiri The timing on this
card is the same as that of the Vivisector;
the chosen Character is sacrificed when
the effect resolves. If something prevents
it from being sacrificed, then it will not
be returned to play, either.
While you can choose an opponent’s
Character, you cannot sacrifice a card you
don’t control, so nothing happens unless
you gain control of the chosen Character
before Dr. Damiri’s ability resolves.
When a card leaves and returns to
play, it is considered to be a new card,
without any of the baggage it had before.
Some uses for Dr. Damiri’s ability:
• Re-trigger Characters with “enters
play” abilities, such as Primus.
• Save a Character from an effect aimed
at it. (This won’t help against global
effects, such as Neutron Bomb, just
things like Nerve Gas.)
• Heal a Character.
• Make a Character stop attacking or
intercepting.
• Remove States and other alterations to
a Character.
• End an attack on a Character.
• Allow repeat use of Characters with
“once per turn” abilites, such as Mutator.
(Note that all of the above will happen if
relevant, even if you don’t want them to.)
As the rules card describes, if you use
Dr. Damiri on an attacking Character, it
will enter play at an opponent’s location,
then immediately move to your choice of
your locations. It doesn’t have to go back
to the location it started at, because it’s
considered to be a new card.
continued next page
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Red Wedding Card List by Rarity
Red Wedding FAQ, cont’d from previous page
The card enters play turned if it was
turned when it was sacrificed, not if it
was turned when you turned Dr. Damiri.

Jan Zvireci The stolen Event is not
known to any other players but you and
its owner.
Stealing a Toast It Event does not
send it straight to the toasted pile before
it can be played, but it will go to the
toasted pile if you play it.
You have to pay the Event’s cost in
order to play it.
The Event is returned too late for its
owner to play it at the end of the turn.

Lodge Machinations Your opponent’s
Site does not have to generate Power.
Sites are considered to be Powergenerating if they have a positive
number in their Power-generation
diamond, even if something (such as a
Trade Center) is preventing them from
actually generating Power.
If either Site leaves play in response,
the other Site is revealed, but does not
change controller.
If either Site changes controller in
response, it doesn’t affect which player is
entitled to which Site. (If a player
already has the Site he’s entitled to, it
doesn’t get to move or unturn, and the
other player still gets the other Site.)

Silver Jet Nobody can play the named
card in response to the attack being
declared, not even you.
After the initial scene, the card can be
played normally.
All cards with the chosen title are
discarded, even if they’re not identical.
You are not required to name a card
that actually exists.
For those with a promo but not the
final RW version, Silver Jet’s rules text
follows: “Unique. Independent. When you
declare him as an attacker, name a card,
which cannot be played in response :: His
target’s controller must show you his or her
hand and discard all cards with that title.”
For more info on card-specific Red Wedding
clarifications, consult the online FAQ at

COMMONS
Aether Spirit
Artillery Strike
Ashes of the Fallen
Blood Lust
Blow Things Up!
BoBo Splitter
Bomb Factory
Bouncing Benji
Bribery
Broken Wheel Brigade
Buddhist Monk
BuroMil Scout
Chi Detachment
Dark Traveler
Demonic Plague
Diamond Beach
Dragon Graveyard
Evil Whispers
Helix Mine
Ice Tigers
IKTV Special Report
“Is That All You Got?”
Little Grasshopper
Loyalty Officer
Mad Scientist
Morphic Spirit
Official Harassment
Ogre
Paradox Garden
Red Dragon Troupe
Reluctant Hero
Scrappy Kid
Secrets of Shaolin
Shamanistic Punk
Skin and Darkness Zealots
Stone Dolmens
Stone Spirals
The Ickies
The Orange Principle
There's Always One More...
Thunder Apprentice
Thunder Gladiator
Tracer Implant

Trade Center
Transmogrification
Verminous Rain
Wave Disruptor
Wrath of the Monarchs
Yakuza Enforcer
Red Wedding Rules Card

UNCOMMONS
Arena Warrior
Armies of the Monarchs
Assassin Bug
Battle Arena
Big Bruiser
Bio-Salvage
Black Ops Team
Brass Monkey
Butterfly Armor
Cassandra
Chizu
Contest of Arms
Corrupt Bookie
Dr. Timbul Damiri
Echo Cancellation
Exile Village
Fire Sword
Frag the G!
Green Sage
Information Warfare
Leaping Tiger Troupe
Mano a Mano
Monkey vs. Robot
Napalm Belche
Never Surrender
Orange Sage
Ornamental Garden
Paradigm Recoding
Peacock Summit
Police Station
Reverend Zebediah Paine
Secret Pact
Shell Game
Slo Mo Vengeance
Snowfall
Sonic Reducer

Spin Doctoring
Stand Together
The Enemy of my Enemy
Uprising
Violence Junkies
Void
Wandering Hero
War of Attrition
Wasting Curse

RARES
Akani Hideo
Bei Tairong
Black Market Connections
Bonebreaker Jun
Bring It
Chamberlain
Dr. Jean-Marc Ngubane
Escher Hotel
Fakhir-al-Din
Friends in Low Places
Gus Andropolous
Ice Pavilion
Jan Zvireci
Jormungandr
Jueding Shelun
Kauhuhu
Lodge Machinations
Ninja Six
Paradox
Rebecca Dupress
RedGlare Chapel
Reverend RedGlare
Ring of Ice
Ring of Silver
Robbing the Kong
Silver Jet
Ten Thousand Agonies
The Forest of Fallen Banners
The Thunder Dome
Throne of Skulls
Two-Face
Xiaoyang Yun
Zino the Greek

www.shadowfist.com/html/news_faqs.htm
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Red Wedding Combos
by David Eber

VIOLENCE JUNKIES, BUFFALO
SOLDIER, and UPRISING . Buffalo

ESCHER HOTEL and
ORNAMENTAL GARDEN

the card you need, when you need it.
Use Cassandra to rearrange the top five
cards of your deck so that the best one
sits on top. Then use the Man With No
Name to immediately draw that card.
You can also do this combo with any
card that lets you draw a card, such the
Arcane Scientist, Coral Reef, or even
The Bazaar.

Soldiers do a good job of protecting your
weenies from events, but they don’t do
much for your hitters. Not so with the
Violence Junkies, who are hitters that
will still receive protection from the
Buffalo Soldier. Note that both the
Junkies and the Buffalo Soldier have the
designator “Rebel”. That means that you
can use Uprising to replay both the
Junkies and the Buffalo Soldiers at the
same time, and since the Junkies only
make you sacrifice a character when
they’re played from your hand, you won’t
even have to worry about killing off your
own characters when you play this card.

DR. TIMBUL DAMIRI and
YUNG CHANG. As with “Is That All

DR. JEAN-MARC NGUBANE and
NAPALM BELCHER. Turn the

The Ornamental Garden is a doubleedged sword; it boosts your power
generation, but doubles any damage
inflicted on the site that it’s played on.
Since this site has to be in the front
row, that makes it a tempting target
for your opponents. The Escher Hotel
gets around this by letting you play the
Garden on the back row site, where
it’s safe from attack. Or better yet,
play one on the front and back row
sites, doubling your power. By the
way, you can also pull off a similar
trick with Eagle Mountain, effectively
giving your characters Toughness: 2
when they attack. The Escher Hotel
also goes great in most Battleground
decks as well

You Got?”, Dr. Timbul Damiri is
another one of those cards that combos
well with a ton of other cards; Blue
Monk, Evil Twin, Void Sorcerer, Black
Ops Team, and Primus are just a few
examples. However, the combo with
Yung Chang is particularly brutal. Play
Yung Chang, permanently increasing the
power generation of one of your sites by
one. Then use Dr. Damiri to replay him,
increasing the power generation of the
same site – or any other – by one. Then
use Dr. Damiri to replay him…..

Napalm Belcher to blast your opponent’s
characters and sites at one location, then
turn Dr. Ngubane to unturn the Belcher
and wreak havoc again. Of course, most
players will move their characters to a
new location in response to your first use
of the Belcher, so Dr. Ngubane lets you
use the Belcher to hit them anyway (as
well as clearing out the defenders at a
location) What’s more, if you’re feeling
especially bold, you can add PubOrd
Raid to the mix to pin those characters
down before you use the Belcher, then
blast them twice with this combo.

R

contains a host of
powerful new cards introducing
mechanics which, though strong on their
own, are even better in combination.
Here are a few:
E D WE D D I N G

CASSANDRA and THE MAN WITH
NO NAME. This is a great way to get

“IS THAT ALL YOU GOT?” and
BIG BRUISER. “Is That All You Got?”
works great with a whole host of
characters with a Fighting of 5 or less,
such as the Good Ol’ Boys, Dirk Wisely,
Iron Monkey, Dark Traveler, etc. The
Big Bruiser gets special mention though,
because it’s a 5 Fighting character that’s
really an 8 Fighting character. This
means that for 1 power, you’re going to
be recycling a whole mess of beatdown.

4

SPIN DOCTORING or “THERE’S
ALWAYS ONE MORE” and PLAINS
OF ASH or DUMP SCROUNGER
Spin Doctoring automatically recycles
cards from your smoked pile, giving
you the potential to use those
Operation Killdeers and Mole
Networks over and over again.
However, what gets recycled is chosen
at random, and while getting a
Shadowy Mentor back is great, you
probably won’t have much use for
another Student of the Bear. Use the
Plains of Ash to weed out unnecessary
foundation characters in your smoked
pile, ensuring that the Spin Doctoring
will only recycle the good stuff. You
can also pull off a very similar trick
with “There’s Always One More” and
Dump Scrounger, so if you use both in
the same deck, you’ll clear your smoked
pile that much faster, and you-ll have a
lot more opportunities to recycle your
useful cards.Violence Junkies, Buffalo
Soldier, and Uprising.
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West Coast Offense
An Analysis of the San Francisco Bay Area Metagame
and Philosophies by Timothy Wong
COAST-STYLE SHADOWFIST
revolves around a core principle:
“Whoever controls the most power has the
greatest chance of winning.” Each action
in a game of Shadowfist can be described
as a change in power and/or tempo.
“Power” means more here than counters in
your pool - it also includes cards you have
in play and in your burned for victory pile.
The balance of power ebbs and flows
during a game. Examples of power shifts
include stealing power, stealing cards,
taking sites, smoking characters, and
generating/gaining power. Most actions can
be measured as a power differential; not all
differentials are completely quantifiable as a
number of tokens, but are definitely
analyzable as positive or negative.
Tempo refers to elements of play,
resources in your pool for example, which
modify the application of raw power. It has
a direct correlation to the speed at which
one accumulates power. Gaining tempo
refers to plays which gain strategic
advantage (Inauspicious Reburial), widen
your options (increasing hand size with
Temple of Celestial Mercy), decrease the
utility of opponents’ power (Flying Kick),
or increase the utility of your power (Back
for Seconds).
Here is an example of a typical turn (2
player game). Shifts will be enclosed in ().
Comments will be italicized.

W

EST

ESTABLISHING SHOT
• Generate 2 Power from 2 Feng Shui
Sites (+2)

MAIN SHOT
• Spend 1 power to play Friends of the
Dragon. (0) Spending 1 power to play a
character worth 1 power is net 0.
• Attack with FoD against The Pledged
with Dirk Wisely’s Gambit. (0) Using 1
power (FotD) to eliminate 1 power
(Pledged) is net 0.
• Attack is successful. Gain 2 Power.
(+2 & Tempo Advantage)
DWG generates 2 power if the attack is
successful. DWG also provides resources and

may also free you from the need to play
another resource character later.
• Play Ki-Yaaah! Steal 3 power. (+6 &
Tempo) Using a 0 – cost card to eliminate
3 power from your opponent and then give
you 3 power generates a massive 6 power
swing. This also generates tempo because
you eliminated 3 power that your opponent
could have used.
• Expend 5 power, play Golden
Gunman. (0) Again, using power to play a
character is net 0, though many consider
playing the Gunman a positive swing or a
tempo increase because he is immune to
Events that your opponent might use to gain
a power swing.
• Attack Feng Shui (Blessed Orchard),
Attack Successful, Burn for Power (+1
& Tempo) Triggering Blessed Orchard’s
ability is a –2 power shift. Burning for
power gives you 3 power, so the total net of
this action is +1 power. However, a tempo
advantage is also involved in this exchange.
Your opponent now has one less site to
generate power.

EXERCISES TO THE READER –
1. What if your opponent played Op
Killdeer against your DWG attack? –
2. What if your opponent played Bite in
response to the Burn?
3. What if Hacker is played in response to
Bite?
Play in the Bay Area revolves around
getting positive exchanges of power.
winning the game is seen as a gain of infinite
power. Cards that see the most play
generate a differential, e.g. Final Brawl,
Nerve Gas, Glimpse of the Abyss, Bite of
the Jellyfish, Shadowy Mentor; generate
some kind of large tempo advantage, e.g.
Shaking the Mountain, Wind on the
Mountain, Blood of the Valiant; or disrupt
opponents’ generation of differentials, e.g.
Confucion Stability, Iron and Silk.
Characters played usually deliver high
fighting versus power spent, or have
abilities that generate their own differentials
(White Disciple, Virtuous Hood), or
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weaken opponents’ power assets (with
immunities or evasion abilities like Stealth).
West Coasters favor abilities over increased
fighting score. 4 power-6 fighting
characters with good abilities are usually
chosen over 7 fighting characters with no
useful abilities.
Decks tend to be tighter (with multiples
of key cards) and smaller to maximize the
chances of drawing cards that generate
favorable differentials. Though larger decks
(80+) are often more robust and flexible,
smaller decks (0-79) are more generally
consistent, and this consistency is often
favored. Bay Area players usually favor
smaller Feng Shui whose special abilities
generate bigger power differentials over
large-body FSS that require opponents to
commit more fighting for a victorious
assault. Proving Ground, Turtle Beach,
Gambling House, and Sacred Heart
Hospital find their way into decks because
they generate power beyond their
production. Whirlpool of Blood is a staple to
disrupt the many turning sites.
The West Coast environment is
aggressive; players strive for rapid, large
power- and tempo shifts. Because power
shifts are more significant with less power
in play, and easier to engineer with more
information about hidden factors of the
game (unrevealed sites and opponents’
hands), players attack early and often,
removing opponents’ characters from play
and revealing as many sites as possible.
Burning for Power is common - it gives a
burst of power to fuel favorable swings,
and doesn’t weaken PD/VM/Scrounging.
Any card that can’t deliver an immediate
swing is usually discarded in hopes of
drawing a more immediately usable card.
In the end, there is no substitute for
experience and skill. The model briefly
described here is simply a useful tool that
we use in play dissection and deck analysis.
Time has shown that the West Coast play
groups breed some of the best players
Shadowfist has seen - and knowing your
foe is an edge, Secret Warrior.

Student of Who?
Secret War Fiction by Jeremy Barwick

H

Student
of the Bear. It wasn’t his looks, which
were plain. And it wasn’t his size, which,
though large, was not unusual for a Student
of the Bear. He wore street clothes, had curly
brown hair, and looked, for all intents and
purposes, to be completely normal.
The Unspoken Name stared at him
through the swirling smoke that filled his
small office. At length, he said, “Do you
know why you’re here?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Good.” Crushing the butt of his cigarette
into a silver ashtray, The Unspoken Name
flipped through one of the manila folders on
his desk. It contained a picture of the
Student, along with detailed reports of his
past training and missions. “I’ve heard good
things about you. What do you think about
your next assignment?”
The Student shrugged. “Well, the subtlety
doesn’t exactly appeal to me. No disrespect,
sir, but I’ve never liked all the cloak and
dagger business. Just give me a target and
some weapons, and I’m happy. But, I’ll be
able to pull it off. Don’t worry about that.”
The Unspoken Name smiled. “It’s good
to see that your latest training hasn’t
changed you too much.” He looked up from
the dossier. “Which reminds me. Were you
well treated in the 70’s juncture?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Did you like it there?”
The Student shrugged again. “Not
really. I’ll take a good rock band over that
sissy disco stuff any day.”
Chuckling, the Unspoken Name closed
the file. “I think we’ve picked the right man
for the job. You’ll find your complete
briefing papers outside.” Reaching into a
desk drawer, the Unspoken Name pulled
out another cigarette, placed it in his mouth
and lit it. “Just be wary. This is no Golden
Candle agent or Shaolin Student you’re
going up against. This is the real thing.
Don’t mess up.”
“Yes, sir.”
“Very well. Get going.”
E WAS NOT AN ORDINARY

THE TRIP TO NEW YORK'S CHINATOWN was
uneventful. As he emerged from the subway,
the Student tugged his long leather jacket

tighter around his neck and headed toward
the commercial section. It wasn’t really very
cold, but the last thing the Student needed
was some rookie cop catching sight of his
shotguns and starting a brouhaha. Not that
he wouldn’t mind taking out a few upstart
Dragons, but if he screwed up this mission,
he doubted the Unspoken Name would let
him off lightly.
As he entered Chinatown proper, the
Student forced himself not to wrinkle his
nose. The smell of raw seafood and nearlyrotting vegetables disgusted him. He pulled
a wrinkled slip of paper from his pocket and
read it for the hundredth time. It said, “Po
Chi Lam clinic, Chinatown. Wong Fei
Hong.” He wished the directions were more
detailed; Chinatown wasn’t exactly a small
place. In fact, it took an hour of wandering
around the crowded streets before he found
the clinic, which was squeezed into a side
street close to the Manhattan Bridge. By
then, the Student was footsore and more
than a little irritated.
When he finally shoved open the door of
the Po Chi Lam clinic, he was surprised to
find a pretty American woman behind the
counter. She had blonde hair, big brown
eyes, and a very enticing figure. “Can I help
you?” she asked, looking up from the
magazine she was reading.
Caught off guard, the Student couldn’t
get the words out. “I’m . . . um, I mean, I
need . . .”
“Are you hurt?”
“No, no,” he replied, quickly gathering
his thoughts back together. “I’m looking for
someone.”
“And who might that be?” she asked.
“Wong Fei Hong.”
The woman looked at him blankly.
“Wong Fay who?”
The Student clenched his jaw. “Wong
Fei Hong. Look, you can stop the act. I
need to talk with him. I’ve been sent by the
Unspoken Name.”
“Unspoken Name? Sir, I think you’re in
the wrong place. Perhaps you should – ”
The door behind the counter opened, and
a tall Chinese fellow stepped into the
reception area. He wore a long blue robe, and
the front of his head was shaved clean. The
6

rest of his hair hung down his back in a long
braid. “It’s okay, Shirley,” he said, with a
slight accent. “I’ll see him. Why don’t you
close up and go home early.” Affixing the
Student with a calm gaze, he said, “Would
you like to step into my office?” He gestured
at another door on the other side of the room.
“Sure,” said the Student. He waited until
the man, who was obviously Wong Fei
Hong, walked in front of him and opened
the door. Then he moved toward the office,
slowly pulling down the zipper of his jacket,
being careful not to let it slip open. The
office was large but simple, with a desk and
chairs on one side, and a long, low table on
the other. The only decorations on the walls
were a couple paintings of Chinese
characters and a big fan with cranes on it.
Once inside the office, the Student of the
Bear took a seat, being careful to sit in such
a way that his weapons were well hidden
but still accessible.
Wong Fei Hong closed the door, sat
behind his desk, and folded his hands before
of him. “Why are you here?” he asked.
At least he didn’t beat around the bush.
“I was sent by the Unspoken Name,”
replied the Student.
“I heard that already. What exactly does
he want?”
“He wants to know why there’s been an
increase in Guiding Hand activities lately
in this juncture. He was under the
impression that Quan Lo didn’t care much
about the modern world.”
Wong Fei Hong sat back in his chair, a
faint smile playing on his face. “First off,
this world may be ‘modern’ to you, but I
was born almost two hundred years ago.
This is the future to me.”
The Student rolled his yes. “Look, call it
what you want. I was sent to get
information, not play word games. What is
the Guiding Hand up to?”
Wong Fei Hong’s eyes narrowed. “Since
when has the Guiding Hand informed the
Ascended of its plans? And since when has
The Unspoken Name sent Students of the
Bear out on reconnaissance missions? I
thought you were the brawn, not the brains.”
continued next page
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STUDENT OF WHO?
continued from previous page
The Student gritted his teeth, and sat on
his hands to prevent them from reaching
toward the shotguns under his jacket.
“Look, I’m prepared to give you some of our
information in return for some answers. If
you don’t want to work with me, then I’ll
just leave. I could care less either way.”
“What sort of information are you
offering?”
“I’m sure your operatives have noticed
that the Lotus suddenly seem very interested
in this juncture. I can tell you why.”
Wong Fei Hong leaned forward. “Go on.”
“Not so quickly,” chuckled the Student.
“I’ll only tell if you tell first.”
Wong Fei Hong sat thinking for a few
long moments, until a small smile touched his
face. “Very well. I’ll tell you what I can.
Basically, it’s because of the Lotus’ sudden
interest in this juncture that we’ve increased
our activities here. We can’t afford to let the
Lotus gain any edge that would give them
the upper hand in the first century.”
The Student nodded. “Right. Well, I
guess that makes sense. From what we’ve
learned, the Lotus believe that if they get a
hold of some modern weaponry, they can
get the upper hand on you guys in their
own juncture. Pretty simple, huh?”
“Too simple, if you ask me.” Wong Fei
Hong frowned. “Are you sure this
information is accurate?”
“Yes.” The Student rose to his feet.
“Sorry if it isn’t what you expected.” He
headed toward the door, but stopped with
his hand on the knob. “Oh yes, there’s one
more message I’m supposed to deliver.”
“What’s that?”
“Have a nice life!” The Student whirled,
pulling a shotgun out from under his coat.
He cocked it with a metallic ‘ka-chink’ and
then pulled the trigger. The deafening roar
that filled his ears and the powerful kick of
the gun against his arm brought a grin to
the Student’s face. This was the part of the
mission he’d been itching for..
Wong Fei Hong’s desk and chair
instantly shattered into splinters, but the
martial artist was gone by the time the shot
hit. The Student spun to the left, pumping
the gun and firing again at the doctor, who
was running toward him from the far side of
the room. The second shot missed.
Before he could pump the gun a third
time, Wong Fei Hong was on him. Dancing

onto one foot, he shouted, “No-shadow
kick!” and then launched an attack so rapid
the Student could barely see his leg moving.
The next thing the Student knew, he was
laying on his back on the other side of the
room. His chest felt like it’d been hit by a
freight train. Lifting his head, he saw that
his shotgun was a good two or three yards
away.
Before he could even try to retrieve it,
Wong Fei Hong had crossed the room and
was kneeling over him. “The Unspoken
Name is a bigger fool than I thought if he
only sent a single Student of the Bear to kill
me.”
“He’s no fool,” growled the Student.
“You see, I’m not an ordinary Student of the
Bear!” His hand snaked out, grabbing
Wong Fei Hong’s throat. The doctor’s eyes
bulged. “I’m also a student of Master Chin!”
His other hand lashed out, catching
Wong Fei Hong full in the chest and
sending him flying back into the remains of
his desk and chair. The Student vaulted to
his feet and cracked his knuckles, which
now flickered with purple energy. As Wong
Fei Hong climbed out of the wreckage of
the desk, the Student took a step forward.
“This is all a pretty ingenious plan, don’t
you think? Not only do we get free
information about the Guiding Hand, but
we get to kill one of their biggest honchos.”
Wong Fei Hong brushed splintered
wood off of his shoulders. “I guess it might
seem ingenious to someone like you. There’s
just one problem with the plan.”
The Student slid into a defensive posture,
one fist next to his chest, the other hand
open and held forward. “What’s that?”
“You’re still no match for me.” Wong Fei
Hong lunged forward, sending a flurry of
open-palmed blows at the Student’s head.
The Student deflected them easily, and
sent a kick of his own back at his opponent.
Wong Fei Hong was ready. He twisted,
grabbed the Student’s ankle and threw him
across the room. The Student’s flight path
was cruelly interrupted by a thick wooden
wall, which creaked in protest as the
thickly-muscled Pledged slammed into it.
The Student slumped to the ground, his
whole body aching. Wong Fei Hong stood
on the other side of the room, his legs
spread wide, his arms outstretched in a
classic Hung Gar stance. “Why are the
Ascended suddenly making deals with the
Eaters of the Lotus?” he asked.
The Pledge struggled to his feet. “I’d love
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to tell you, but there’s something else I’d
rather do.” He pulled his second shotgun out
of his jacket, pumped it, and fired.
Wong Fei Hong was not so lucky this
time. He dodged to the right with lightning
quickness, but wasn’t fast enough to avoid
the deadly shot. It ripped into his left arm
and shoulder, instantly turning flesh into
ribbons of blood. The Student pumped the
shotgun again. “How’d you like that?”
Wong Fei Hong grimaced, but didn’t
seem fazed by the attack. “I like it about as
much as you’ll like this.” He leaped
forward, his robes fluttering.
The Student raised the gun and fired, but
his aim was off, and he didn’t come close to
hitting the doctor. Instead, Wong Fei Hong’s
foot slammed into his chest, sending him
back into the wall again. This time, the wall
gave, and he flew back into the reception
area in a shower of broken wood. He tried to
pump the shotgun and raise it for another
blast, but wasn’t fast enough. The last thing
he saw was Wong Fei Hong’s hand
descending toward his face.
THE UNSPOKEN NAME ground his cigarette
into the ashtray and perused the report for
the last time. There was no way of knowing
what information had gone back and forth
between the Evil Master Student of the
Bear and Wong Fei Hong.
It was safe to say, though, that the whole
mission had backfired. Not only was Wong
Fei Hong still alive, but now the Hand knew
the Ascended and the Lotus were working
together. The Unspoken Name gritted his
teeth in anger. How could the Student have
failed to kill Wong Fei Hong? With two
shotguns, and 6 months of Lotus training, he
was more than a match for the Hand
operative. Shoving the report into the
shredder next to his desk, he lit another
cigarette and placed it in his mouth.
Next time, he would chose the right
person for the job. And next time, there
would be no mistakes.

Evolution of the Jammers, part 1
by Brian Bankler

T

looks at the
evolution of the Jammers from a
player’s point of view. The faction will be
examined starting with the Standard set
from Daedalus through the most current
release from Z-Man. We’ll design a multiplayer deck using Jammer and unaligned
cards from each era, then played and
adjusted until victory is achieved.
HIS SERIES OF ARTICLES

STANDARD SET
The Jammers have very few cards in
the first set, making deck design both
simple because of limited options and
difficult because of few ways to win. The
character set is good, but events are
nonexistent, so we will have to rely on
getting hitters out fast, fighting through
other characters and denial. We will also
have to maintain a large nonthreatening
site structure. Lots of sites are needed
for reliable power, but if the deck is
perceived as a threat, there is little
chance of comeback from a concerted
buttkicking from other players.
With only two foundation characters,
Edge Warrior and Dump Warrior,
available, the deck will have to be small.
Using the Rule of 5 (1/5 foundation, 1/5
characters, 1/5 0-1 cost events and
states, 1/5 Feng Shui, and 1/5 other), this
leads to maximum of 50 cards. Because
no cards have more than one resource
requirement, ten foundations work well
for a fifty card deck.
Characters will be the key element of
the deck. Taking a look at the choices, the
Battlechimp stands out as the card that
will be key to victory. His ability to unturn
Jammer characters is the most powerful
ability available to us. Key uses will be to
unturn the $10,000 Man or Chromosome
Screamer for follow up attacks or to heal
the Screamer during an attack, and to
unturn any Jammers to give them
explosives during an attack. The ability
can be maximized by adding states to the

characters to increase fighting. Unturning
a 4 cost 6 fighter is good, but unturning
one with a Robot Arm is better. Putting in
three Battlechimps will make him a
reliable draw without often clogging our
hand while one is in play. The $10,000
Man is a better cost to fighting ratio than
the Screamer and his toughness is critical
to punching through interceptors. The
Screamer, however, is not useless as he
can turn to heal and has guts. If he is the
subject of a state that increases fighting,
both of these will be enhanced. Four
$10,000 Men and two Chromosome
Screamers seem about right. The final
character slot will be an unaligned
character, a Mysterious Stranger. Having
interceptors’ controllers lose all power can
be a useful evasion power.
Low cost states and events will be
used to juice up the strategy of
unturning pumped-up characters. Three
Explosives and two Really Big Guns are
the core, plus three Fusion Rifles – being
able to shoot opposing characters before
combat can be more useful than a
damage bonus. It keeps your characters
alive long enough to unturn. The only
two events are one Orbital Laser Strike
for denial and one Satellite Surveillance
to reduce surprises.
One preference I have for the rule of
5 is to have half of the Other category be
alternate power generation. Given the
card set available, this is going to have to
be non-Feng Shui sites. I will use one
Drug Lab, one Secret Headquarters,
and two Secret Laboratories. The last
will be used as an extra Feng Shui site.
The rest of this category will be more
expensive states to pump up characters:
one HAVOC Suit, one Combat Aircar,
and three Robot Arms.
Feng Shui sites for the card set are
very limiting. I am still concerned about
alternate power generation and any type
of comeback potential. I will use 2
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Hallowed Earths for possible comeback
and 2 Blessed Orchards for possible
power generation. These can also
discourage attacks. Two Inner Sanctums
and two Jagged Cliffs will also be used
to discourage attacks. One Proving
Ground is added to help get characters
into play faster. One Kinoshita House is
used for denial or counterdenial if an
auction comes up. Finally, a Sacred
Hearts Hospital is added to be used to
heal the $10,000 Men.

“Old Skool Monkeys”
FOUNDATIONS
5 Edge Warriors

5 Dump Warriors

CHARACTERS
1 Mysterious Stranger
2 Chromosome Screamer
4 $10,000 Man
3 Battlechimp Potempkin

0-1 COST EVENTS / STATES
1 Satellite Surveillance
1 Orbital Laser Strike
3 Explosives
2 Really Big Gun
3 Fusion Rifle

OTHER
1 Havoc Suit
3 Robot Arm
1 Drug Lab

1 Combat Aircar
2 Secret Laboratory
1 Secret Headquarters

FENG SHUI
2 Blessed Orchard
2 Inner Sanctum
2 Jagged Cliffs
2 Hallowed Earth
1 Kinoshita House
1 Proving Ground
1 Sacred Heart Hospital
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AND THE WINNER IS –
Getting the most out of Faceoffs
by J. Castellucci
S HOWDOWN INTRODUCED a
new game mechanic to Shadowfist -the Faceoff. The concept is drawn from
the world of action cinema, where you
will often find a climatic scene where the
hero and the villain confront on another.
While you can build an entire deck
around Faceoffs, don’t overlook their
power as an addition to any deck. The
new Shadowfist expansion, Red
Wedding, revisits Faceoffs and opens
many new options for deck builders.
While you might initially be drawn to a
Faceoff because of the Winner effect, you
also need to be aware of the most basic
function of a Faceoff -- character-tocharacter combat, usually resulting in one
of the two being smoked. While smoking
characters is easy for the Architects, it’s
not so easy for some of the other factions,
and that’s part of the secret strength of
Faceoffs. Two cards that can initiate a
Faceoff, Death Ring and RW’s Arena
Gladiator, don’t even have Winner effects,
revealing just how key smoking your
opponents’ characters is to the mechanic.
Of course, you’re still going to want to
be the Winner since you want your
character to stay in play and certainly you
don’t want your opponent getting the
nifty effect (if there is one). The easiest
way to win is for your Character to have
more Fighting than your opponent’s. Of
course, that’s not always going to be an
option, so having a few combat support
cards available to you is a must. Effects
that go well with Faceoffs include
+Fighting (like Sword of the Master),
damage redirection (Righteous Protector,
Yellow Senshei Chamber and Turtle
Beach), Toughness (such as Path of the
Storm Turtle and Ice Shields), and other
damage reduction effects (like Operation
Killdeer and Opium Den). Many of these
cards can be held in your hand and used
to surprise your opponent, but watch out,
your opponent will be trying to do the
same to you!

S

HAOLIN

Remember that to back up your
Faceoffs, Red Wedding has the new
Battleground site, Battle Arena, which
can almost assure your victory in a
Faceoff – as long as you can defend it!
Now that you know how to win a
Faceoff, you still have to master the timing
of when to initiate one. First off, you can’t
start one during an attack, so you’re going
to have to remember that. But, you can
play a Faceoff at any other time during any
players’ Main Shot, and that is the key.
A Faceoff during your turn is ideally
going to clear the way for another of your
Characters to take a site. This works well
with both thugs and Characters with
evasion abilities (Stealth, Superleap) if
your opponent is setting up a defense.
This also has the chance to draw out some
stoppage before your main attack without
risking having an unsuccessful attack (a
Faceoff is combat, but not an attack, so
even if you are the loser, you can still
declare an attack).
But, a significant amount of time, you
will be using your Faceoffs during an
opponents’ turn. My favorite use of one is
to take out a character in response to it
being played. For example, say you are
sitting on a pile of power and an opponent
just played Iron Monkey - you can have
your Ting Ting go Mano a Mano with the
Monkey in response, taking him out
before he can steal from you.
The most sneaky use of Faceoffs is as
a bushwhack -- waiting until the last
possible moment before your turn
begins to start the Faceoff. Wait until the
player to your right declares end of turn,
and then go to town. Removing an
opponent’s character this way often will
open up a target for you to attack. It also
gives you the chance to turn to heal the
your character, denying your opponent’s
a chance to take advantage of the
damage it received. Just watch out for
leaving yourself or another player
vulnerable -- the player to your right has
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the option of backing up into their Main
Shot and launching an attack to take
advantage of the situation.
Now that you have a good idea of
when and how you will use your
Faceoffs, which ones do you choose?
While they all can be useful depending on
the situation, I have a few that I prefer.
Tiger vs. Crane can be useful early game
to expose targets (along the lines of Mark
of Fire). Late game Bear vs. Fox can be a
game-breaker, by allowing you access to
your opponents’ Events. Don’t like your
opponents’ Events? Get back your own
with the new Four Monarch’s Faceoff,
Contest of Arms. And finally, I think my
favorite is Monkey vs. Robot -- not only
can play it for free with Genocide
Lounge, the Winner effect of doing 5
damage to a Site is one of the best.
On a final note, a common mistake for
novices is over-loading a deck with
Faceoffs. The Faceoffs don’t take the
place of the staple Events like Operation
Killdeer and Confucian Stability -- rather
they supplement them. I recommend a
ratio of 1 Faceoff to every 20-25 cards
total -- that means if you are playing a
tight 50 card deck, you don’t want more
than one or two Faceoffs. If you are
playing an average 65 card deck, you can
squeeze 3 Faceoffs in, and I recommend a
maximum of 5 Faceoffs total in any deck
under 100 cards. The exception of course
is when you are trying to make a Faceoff
deck, in which case you want about 5-6
Faceoffs total in 60 cards, along with
support cards.

When 10,00 Bullets Just Aren’t Enough
Advice for those new to the Secret War
by Max Hufnagel

I

F YOU ’ RE LIKE MANY

new Shadowfist
players, you’ve started with a 10,000
Bullet Starter deck and a couple of booster
packs. While the 10K Starters are an
excellent way for you to begin your path to
Shadowfist mastery, after playing with one
for a time you may feel your deck is missing
something – something elusive, a quality
difficult to quantify or even name. Without
it, you see your deck is pretty good, and
pretty fun to play. With it, though, you
suspect your deck would be really good,
and really fun to play. If only you could
figure out what that missing something
was, you and your deck would really rock!
That missing something is what some
people call synergy, or Focus. Focus
refers to the amount of interconnectedness between the individual
cards in your deck, the way the cards in
your deck interact beneficially with each
other. The more the cards in a deck
interconnect, the more Focused the deck
is, and the more effective and fun the
deck tends to be.
Some people might disagree with this
statement, and point to the effectiveness
of what is commonly referred to as a
“Good Stuff” deck. A “Good Stuff” deck
has very little Focus, and yet can be very
successful. To build one yourself, just
throw together all the strongest cards
you own from a faction or two, add in a
few good Magic, Chi, or Tech Events,
and toss in your favorite Feng Shui
Sites. The theory behind this is that if all
the cards in your deck are good, then
anything you draw or play is going to be
good. Unfortunately, while this is mostly
true, these “Good Stuff” decks tend to be
pretty dull to play. Furthermore, while
these decks can be effective, they
generally fare poorly against decks with
more Focus. This is because the cards in
a deck with Focus work well on their
own, like the cards in a “Good Stuff”
deck, but work even better together –

something the cards in the “Good Stuff”
deck do only by accident, not design.
So, as a new Shadowfist player, how
do you build a deck with more Focus?
Since most new players have at least one
10K Starter, let’s start with one of the
most popular of them, the Dragons, and
see how it’s done. We’ll first identify an
existing Focus in the deck, then work to
strengthen that Focus by adding and
removing cards.
One Focus in the 10K Dragon starter
is immediately obvious: Guns.
Specifically, playing Guns on characters,
protecting those characters, and
whuppin’ on opponents with them.
Other decks we could easily build from
this starter include Big Hitter Recursion
(bringing big hitters back from your
smoked pile again and again), Cops
(numerous of Cops, Police Stations,
Partners, etc.), and Lots o’ Weenies
(hoards of low cost characters bolstered
by cards that benefit many of them at
once). Any of these ideas could be the
basis of a good deck, but we’ll stick with
Guns for this example.
Now that we’ve chosen Guns as a
Focus, let’s evaluate the cards in the deck
and rebuild it with our Focus in mind.
The first thing is to choose which
Guns we want in our deck. PumpAction Shotguns and Sub-Machine
Guns are good, but Bag Full of Guns is
more appropriate to a Lots o’ Weenies
deck. Fusion Rifle and Elephant Gun
are also excellent Guns. I’d also increase
the number of Gun cards to 9 or 10 – this
is a Gun deck, after all.
Now, let’s move on to the mid-range
and heavy hitters. One of the first to
jump out is Ex-Commando. He’s only
Fighting 3 for 3 Power, but if you have
Guns to play on him he becomes
explosively dangerous, often able to take
multiple sites in a turn. Since he’s not
Unique or Limited, he’s a character we
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always want to see.
Karate Cop jumps out, too, but for a
different reason. While he’s a good
character, he’s not a great character, and
the benefit he gets from Guns is nothing
special. So, to increase the Focus of the
deck, we’ll remove the Karate Cops and
replace them with more ExCommandos.
Continuing with the deck’s hitters,
Johnny Tso and Tricia Kwok both
benefit from being in a Gun deck, so
we’ll keep them. Ting Ting and Steven
Wu are both excellent characters, so
they’ll stay, too.
Foundation characters are pretty
easy, since there aren’t really that many
choices. In a mono-Dragon deck, I
always start with 5 Hackers – Hacker is
simply that good. Redeemed Gunman is
good in an aggressive deck like this, as is
Student of the Dragon.
Moving on to Events and other
support cards, the Dragon starter already
has one of the most important cards in a
Gun deck: Both Guns Blazing. This card
is so outstanding, in fact, that we want
more of them – 4 or 5 if we can get them.
“Now You’ve Made Us Mad” is for
generating Power, but in this deck Dirk
Wisely’s Gambit is probably better since
we don’t expect to have many wounded
characters on the board at any given time.
Golden Comeback is always good, as is
Final Brawl. Kar Fai’s Crib, a nice card in
many decks, is pointless to have in this one,
so we dump it. Other cards to consider are
Got My Mojo Working (to protect a
characters holding lots of Guns), Victory
for the Underdog (to stop those nasty
Architect Events), and Slo Mo Vengeance
(for the late game win).
Finally, we come to Feng Shui Sites.
The proper selection of Feng Shui Sites
is an often-overlooked aspect of deck
continued next page
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continued from previous page
design. Many people use a stock set of
them, the same they use with every deck,
while others simply toss in whatever
Feng Shui Sites they have lying around.
The better players choose sites based on
the strengths and weaknesses of their
decks – they choose sites that contribute
to the deck’s overall Focus.
Of the Feng Shui Sites included in the
Dragon 10K Starter, Festival Circle is
the best for the Gun deck. Since we’re
relying on single characters (armed with
loads of Guns), Feng Shui Sites that help
protect those characters are a good
choice. Other choices include Turtle
Beach, Sacred Heart Hospital, Ring of
Gates… you get the idea. And don’t
forget Whirlpool of Blood – when
someone tries to use their own Whirlpool
to stop you from using a Festival Circle
to protect your hitter, you want to be able
to stop them. In addition, you want to
make sure you maintain a decent number
of Feng Shui Sites that help you when
you’re behind (like Nine Dragon
Temple), generate extra Power (like
Gambling House), or have other neat
effects (like Temple of Celestial Mercy).

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER
Dragon Starter Deck (Some Focus)
• 3 Hacker
5 Redeemed Gunman
4 Everyday Hero
• 2 Ex-Commando
3 Karate Cop
1 Johnny Tso
1 Tricia Kwok
1 Ting Ting
1 Steven Wu
• 2 Pump-Action Shotgun
2 Sub-Machine Gun
2 Bag Full of Guns
• 2 Both Guns Blazing
2 Dirk Wisely’s Gambit
2 “Now You’ve Made Us Mad”
2 Golden Comeback
2 Final Brawl
• 1 Kar Fai’s Crib

10KB - Speed Kills

• 1 Bird Sanctuary
2 Cave Network
1 City Park
1 Festival Circle
1 Fireworks Factory
1 Gambling House
1 Garden of Bronze
1 Jade Valley
1 Nightclub
1 Nine Dragon Temple
1 Temple of Celestial Mercy

by J.Castellucci
10,000 Bullets gives you two new
ways to help bring out a monster
character on turn two – Isomorphic
Spirit + Mathemagician and Temple
of Celestial Mercy + Fatty Cho.
As long as you're not the first
player to take a turn, playing a first
turn Proving Ground and Mathemagician, followed by a Pocket
Demon second turn, will usually have
you sitting at 3 Power. Then if your
opponents were foolish enough to
leave your Mathemagician in play,
you can use its special ability to play
the Isomorphic Spirit (at -2 cost
using your Proving Ground) with 1
power left to play a second Proving
Ground or Mathemagician to insure
your Spirit is a hefty 8 Fighting.

Dragon-Gun Deck (Lots of Focus)
• 5 Hacker
5 Redeemed Gunman
2 Student of the Dragon
• 5 Ex-Commando
1 Johnny Tso
1 Tricia Kwok
1 Ting Ting
1 Steven Wu
• 4 Pump-Action Shotgun
2 Sub-Machine Gun
3 Fusion Rifle
1 Elephant Gun
• 5 Both Guns Blazing
4 Dirk Wisely’s Gambit
2 Final Brawl
2 Got My Mojo Working
2 Slo Mo Vengeance
1 Golden Comeback
• 2 City Park
3 Festival Circle
1 Gambling House
2 Nine Dragon Temple
1 Ring of Gates
1 Waterfall Santuary
2 Whirlpool of Blood
Obviously, this same process can
easily be applied to any of the 10K
Starters. For example, if you have a
Guiding Hand starter, you could Focus
on Martial Arts, Chi, or Redirection. If
you have an Ascended starter, you could
Focus on the Pledged, Sneaky Tricks, or
Cops. If you have the Jammer deck, you
can Focus on Monkeys, or … well, who
needs more than Monkeys?
Anyway, keep the Focus, and go kick
some butt!
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The Temple of Celestial Mercy is
just what a super-sized Fatty Cho has
been waiting for. Again, when not
going first, play the Temple of
Celestial Mercy first turn, along with
a Golden Candle Society and any
other 1-cost Guiding Hand character
(I like 10KB’s Yellow Geomancer).
Start off your second turn with a
Violet Meditation, and use your 2
power to play Fatty, discarding your
entire hand to make him 7 Fighting.
And, if you were lucky enough to
draw the Art of War first turn (and
not lose it!), the Chubby Cop can
reach 9 Fighting second turn – that’s
a lot of donuts!

Using Bad Cards
by Brian Bankler

E

staple cards
that appear in almost every deck: Final
Brawl, Operation Killdeer, Imprison,
Tortured Memories, and more. Other cards
get neglected. The cardboard equivalent of
the last kid picked for baseball. You may not
want them on your team, but they can go to
bat for you. Imagine attacking a Dragon’s
Feng Shui site for the win. You’ve got a
Wandering Teacher, he has a Stunt Man. He
plays a Brawl (Stunt Men have guts…). You
play a Festival of Giants, and he responds
with … a Last Outpost! The teacher doesn’t
kill the intercepting Stunt Man. Last
Outpost is not a good card by any stretch of
the imagination, but it stopped you.
Let’s try again. Your opponent plays
the Final Brawl and rather than play a
Festival of Giants, you just take the
damage, since you have a Blood of the
Valiant. But he doesn’t intercept, and
just plays a … Healing Earth, using chi
from a dead Ting Ting and Jenny
Zheng. Good attack, but not enough.
Next turn the Stunt Men attacks and,
with a Flying Kick, superleaps over the
Teacher for the win.
Bad cards lack versatility, but five
copies of a staple isn’t flexible. Anyway,
you lost because there were too many
possibilities to consider. In a hypothetical,
your opponent can always have the perfect
card for any situation. Covert Operation
helps the Ascended by removing a card;
but you also learn his limitations. A hand
full of sites means it’s time to go to town.
By only using staples you limit your hand,
which is nearly as damaging. Bad cards
prevent this. By playing a few weak cards,
you occasionally pull off a stunning
reversal. More importantly, you plant the
seeds of doubt in your opponent’s mind. If
you always play the classics, your
opponent can read you after a few turns.
Attacks from unexpected angles are
harder to defend against. More
ACH FACTION CONTAINS

importantly, your opponent may freeze up
or miscalculate.
Wrong decisions happen. If you
knew your opponent couldn’t play
anything, you could attack with the
perfect amount of force. The uncertainty
forces a choice: send the ‘perfect’
amount, expecting your own cards to
provide backup, or over commit. Either
choice can be wrong, depending on what
your opponent has. Too little equals a
failed attack, too much means no follow
up. Events force your opponent to take a
position. Staples allow your opponent to
make that decision incorrectly, but card
diversity turns an opponent’s unlucky
decision into a catastrophe.
Now that you feel tempted to diversify
your decks, what to do? Not all bad cards
are equally useful. Surprise makes the
marginal card playable. Characters don’t
qualify, unless they have an impact
instantly. Attacking with a newly played
character doesn’t surprise, and no
amount of wishing will turn a Hopping
Vampire into an Evil Twin. Events
surprise the most, and should be your
first candidate. However, any card that
can be played during an attack or when
being attacked should be considered, and
this includes a few characters (like Drop
Troopers). States, sites and edges count if
they provide an immediate impact. Feng
Shui sites, with their ability to stay hidden
until used, also work; but in general, look
to mediocre events. Also consider good
events that you have to scrounge for
resources to play. Dragons can play Chi
or Magic events (with some pain), and
there are a growing number of characters
that provide an out of faction resource.
Using a surprise resource to play a good
(out of faction) event can be game
winning, but you have to be nonchalant
about getting the resource. A foundation
character will appear obvious.
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And definitely play with a quota,
around one card in twenty. That’s 2 or 3
cards in a moderate sized deck. Take out
a copy of one of your staples. Toss away
an Imprison for a Disinformation
Packet. Now you can take a site when all
the hitters are turned. This demonstrates
another rule: the lesser cards should
cover a situation that the standards
don’t. Architects have plenty of
character removal, but what if you are
facing three hitters or more? Neutron
Bomb clears the board, including your
own characters. Limiting yourself to
four cards keeps your opponents from
knowing when you’ve played them all.
What if your weak card turns out to
be useless? Well, it will certainly
happen. Chuck it. If your group
announces discards, you’ll still get some
advertising benefit. (“You discarded
what?”) This also illustrates why you
should only play with a few cards: you
don’t want too many to show up at once.
More than one can lead to problems.
Playing weak, mediocre, unexciting
cards provides tactical options,
confounds the enemy, and makes the
game fun. And you may discover that
your initial impression was wrong. With
all of the cards in Shadowfist, it is easy to
misjudge a few. If you are careful, you’ll
be able to win games and brag about
doing it … with Total War!
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Summer 2003 Convention Report

“VILLAGE GREEN
PRESERVATION SOCIETY”
FOUNDATIONS
5x Golden Candle Society
2x Little Grasshopper
1x Buddhist Monk
3x Righteous Fist
3x Righteous Protector

The Summer 2003 Shadowfist
convention tournament season
is winding down, and we
thought those of you who
weren’t able to attend might
appreciate a recap of some
tournament winners deck lists,
and highlights. Everyone who
did attend, it was great seeing
you and throwing down again –
see you next year!

ORIGINS 2003 WINNERS

GENCON 2003 WINNERS

Fri. Final Brawl - Troy Duffy
Sat. Final Brawl - Braz King
Who’s The Big Man Now? robin parmar
Comrades in Arms - Rick Garman
Whirlpool of Blood - Steve Wampler
Who Wants Some? - Ben Barnett
Both Guns Blazing Andrew Sackett

Final Brawl - Gavin Edwards
(World Champion)
Both Guns Blazing Joshua Kronengold
Who’s The Big Man Now? Julian Lighton (World Champion)
Comrades in Arms - Julian Lighton
Whirlpool of Blood - Jeremy Dale
100 Names - Dave Eber
Rob Campbell - Baptism of Fire
Sun. Final Brawl Conrad Mikaelian
Who Wants Some? - Dan Mauldin

CHARACTERS
5x Peasant Leader
1x Blue Monk
1x Xiaoyang Yun
2x The Iron Monkey

1x Leung Mui
1x Yung Chang
1x Billy Chow
1x Quan Lo

EVENTS / STATES / EDGES
2x Confucian Stability
2x Festival of Giants
5x Iron and Silk
1x Heat of Battle
1x Onslaught of the Turtle
2x Rigorous Discipline
1x Storm of the Just
1x Wind on the Mountain
1x Contract of the Fox
4x Hands Without Shadow
1x Mad Monkey Kung Fu
1x The Fox Outfoxed
1x Chinese Connection
3x Shield of Pure Soul

NON-FENG SHUI SITES
1x Green Senshi Chamber
1x Yellow Senshi Chamber
1x Violet Senshi Chamber

FENG SHUI SITES
1x City Park
1x Fox Pass
1x Kinoshita House
2x Maze of Stairs
2x Puzzle Garden
1x Roller Rink
1x Sacred Heart Hospital
1x Temple of the Angry Spirits
1x Temple of Boundless Meditation
1x Temple of Celestial Mercy
3x Whirlpool of Blood

GenCon 2003 Final
Brawl Winning Deck
Gavin Edwards
2003 World Champion
'M AN AGGRESSIVE PLAYER: a shark
rather than a turtle. So in five years of
Shadowfist, this was only the second
Guiding Hand deck I ever built. It’s got
two ways to win: the first is the amazing
Peasant Leader / Hands Without Shadow
combination. (A tip of the hat to Joshua
Kronengold, who pointed it out to me.)
Hands on my interceptor reduces an
opposing player’s hitter (the White Ninja,
say) to just one fighting, which means the
Peasant Leader can then grab her. When I
turn the Ninja to heal--and this is the
beautiful part--I still maintain control over
her. (I mean “beautiful” in the Shadowfist
sense of “makes opponents want to gouge
out their eyes,” of course.)
Of course, the Leaders are only 1
fighting, so they’re somewhat fragile-especially to Final Brawl. The Festival of
Giants and Confucian Stability cards are
both there to protect against that, but I
can’t count on my little demagogues
staying alive. So the second way to win is
just to start dropping some of the Hand’s
excellent hitters, maybe using Rigorous
Discipline to pass Superleap around or
using Quan Lo as the coup de grace for a
Superleaping army.
The deck has very little in the way of
alternate power generation events--just one
Heat of Battle. But it does have the crucial
Shield of Pure Soul, a Fox Outfoxed, the
Iron Monkey, and Yung Chang, all of
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which improve power flow. In addition, I
count on being able to keep my FSS, both
with their defensive abilities and a steady
supply of Iron and Silk. (Healing them
with Chinese Connection or Yung Chang is
a fun trick too.)
I trimmed down the deck from the high
70s to the low 70s before GenCon; one
card I was especially sorry to see go was
Superior Mastery, which allows you to
slap Hands Without Shadow as a surprise
on an interceptor during someone else’s
Main Shot (or Mad Monkey Kung Fu on
a Peasant Leader, letting him steal a fourfighting character). It would be interesting
to build a different version of this deck
more focussed on the good Hand and Chi
States, starting with swapping in Fortune
of the Turtle for Confucian Stability.
The deck has a lot of interesting ways
to combo, of course; on the turn where I
made my winning attack in the worldchampionship game, I didn’t pull a hitter. I
did, however, draw a Righteous Protector.
The Temple of Boundless Meditation
made him 6 Fighting, while the Violet
Senshi Chamber gave him Superleap
(from the dead Billy Chow in Dan
Mauldin’s smoked pile), and my juryrigged beating stick won me the game.
Part of the reason I do well with this
deck is that it makes me play in a way
counter to my usual tendencies – I have
to marshal my strength, while I can still
go hit something when I see a ripe
opportunity. Any Shadowfist player
could benefit from the same exercise: if
you’re usually a cautious turtle, try a deck
that makes you come out swinging
instead. Your game will benefit.

Marathon Men
Origins 2003 Final Brawl Transcript

T

HIS IS A TRANSCRIPT of what is probably the
longest recorded 4-player Shadowfist
tournament final ever. Several players and onlookers
took notes, and coverage is predictably episodic
given that the final started at 4:30pm and ended 10
hours (10 hours!) later at 2:30am. Folks, these are
professionals – don’t try this at home.
Okay, a few people have asked for this. During
the game Cavebear took notes, assisted often by our
sole ‘audience member’ for most of the game, Tim
Linden. Robin also took notes. I wrote a single
comment: “Shadowy Mentor / Shaolin Surprise
madness ensues” before I took my nap.
The notes were taken in an episodic manner and
I inserted ----[BREAK] between episodes to help it
make a bit more sense. Much is missing of course,
but you can get a flavour of the game. Where I
couldn’t read the writing I inserted “???”.

PLAYERS AND DECKS:
John Merrill ‘Hot & Cold’ (MON Fire / Ice)
robin parmar (HAN w/ASC Splash)
Jeff ‘Cavebear’ Stroud - (DRA w/Concourse
Godard, K.F. Crib, Evil Twin, CHAR, etc)
Braz King ‘Heroes of the Twilight’ (DRA/LOT
Cops with designator tricks)
----------Seating (clockwise): John Merrill, robin parmar,
Jeff ‘Cavebear’ Stroud, Braz King
----------EARLY GAME
Braz 2FSS, Police Stations
John 2FSS, Fire Acolytes
robin 2FSS, Golden Candle Society, Shield of Pure
Soul, Chinese Connection, Family Estate
Cavebear 2FSS, Nine Dragon Temple
First burn (for Power) robin (Cavebear’s 9DT)
First Golden Comeback Lusignan (Mojo cancelled
by robin’s Confucian Stability first.)
First seize Kar Fai’s Crib to John.
----------Braz Plays Magnum Justice. Attacks John’s
Puzzle Garden with Rookies and Karate Cop.
Much calculation and discussion ensue. Fails.
John Passes.
robin attacks wounded Puzzle Garden w/ Blue
Monk (immune to Netherworld). John’s pleas for
help fall on deaf ears, esp. Cavebear’s. Braz redirects
to his Karate Cop (6) w/new Fox Pass. Splat goes
the Monk. Plays new Blue Monk (Netherworld),
attacks again! Success, BfV. Plays Iron Monkey attacks Cavebear’s 5 body 9DT - Final Brawl!
Brawl Confucianed. John plays Mark of Fire
saving 9DT. Attack hits, IM steals 1 power.
Cavebear Gambles. Steven Wu. Pass.
Braz Earth Poisoner. Gambles. Karate Cop heals.
Poisoner attacks Iron Monkey, John sends two
Fire Acolytes to join. Dead Iron Monkey.

John New site (all at 2 FSS, robin has 1 BfV).
Weenies hit Cavebear’s 9DT. Fire Acolyte killed by
Steven Wu, other Op Killdeered by robin.
robin draws 5! (Temple of Cel. Mercy). Waffles a
lot. Shadowy Mentors Karate Cop.
Cavebear Gambles. New Heroes. Plays FSS.
Steven Wu attacks K.F.Crib w/ D.W.Gambit. robin
blocks with Blue Monk (dies).
Braz Shifting Loyalties - gets Karate Cop back.
Attacks Temple of Cel. Mercy - seizes it. (robin’s
trick to use Shield of Pure Soul works!)
John Plays Feeding the Fires. Attacks Cavebear’s
9DT with 2 Darkness Priestesses - Wu kills one.
Success. BfV. Cavebear reacts to burn with City
Park. robin wastes Iron and Silk on Wu.
robin plays Temple of Cel. Mercy, auction, Hostile
Takeover to win auction and get 2 power. Yen Fan
(forgot to Family Estate).
Cavebear Gambles. Steven Wu attacks K.F.Crib,
Braz Fox Pass to Karate Cop. Steven retreats with
K.House. Redeemed Gunman.
Braz Gambles. Cavebear predicts robin’s victory on
next turn. Sinister Accuses Yen Fan - “Assassin”.
Assassins in Love takes Yen Fan. Yen Fan attacks
Cavebear’s Gambling House. “Discussion” over
timing - oh well. robin Saolin Surprises Shadowy
Mentor onto Yen Fan and takes him for the turn.
Attack fails. John reveals Fox Pass and wins
auction with Braz.
John Plays new FSS.
----[BREAK] Shaolin Surprise / Shadowy Mentor
madness ensues.
----[BREAK] Cavebear Concourse Godard and
Steven Wu take Puzzle Garden from John, who
Avenging Fires.
----[BREAK] 8pm (Approaching 3-1/2 hr mark)
robin has Iron Monkey and K.House.
Cavebear finally twins Concourse Godard and takes
one of Braz’ Police Stations.
Braz attacks left with 2 Underworld Trackers,
Karate Cop, Rookies, and Yen Fan, the Assassin in
Love, and is hit by a 4-point Discerning Fire.
John Feeds the Flames and builds to 4FSS.
robin Mentors Twin of Concourse Godard. Swats
Jade Valley for 9. Attacks Dr. John for 3 with Iron
Monkey.
Cavebear plays Lusignan. Lusignan and Concourse
Godard attack John’s Puzzle Garden. Lusignan
snowblinded. CG hits for 3.
Braz Yen fan goes superleaping to Cavebear’s Jade
Valley but robin Killdeers him.
robin’s Fist of Shadow smokes Feeding the Flames.
Blood is discovered on Lusignan (for real).
----[BREAK] 9pm (4 1/2 hours) John’s first Monarch,
old Fire King, hits the table. Kills 9 damaged Jade
Valley with Palm of Darkness.
robin and Cavebear make nuisance attacks.
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Braz Twins the King of the Fire Pagoda.
Braz helps John take robin’s Temple of Celestial
Mercy. John doesn’t want to seize: he has only 5
cards left. He burns for Victory and robin bites
him.
----[BREAK] Cavebear Dr. John and Concourse
Godard attack John’s Desolate Ridge. Concourse
is Snowblind and Dr. John is blanked by the Eye
of Darkness but Claw of the Dragon lets him kill
King of the Fire Pagoda and almost take site - Ice
Sorceress saves site, then Wu Ming Yi seizes it.
Braz Wu Ming Yi graduates from the Braz School
of Medicine to gain the designator Dr., and
celebrates by gambling at Casino Brazorama. Two
Underworld Trackers attack Concourse’s Evil
Twin. Shaolin Surprise makes the Twin of King of
the Fire Pagoda join robin.
----[BREAK] Dr. John killed by joint work of all
others. Braz Twins the White Ninja of Cavebear.
Team up kills White Ninja. Retaliation kills
Concourse’s Evil Twin .
----[BREAK] Braz Maverick Cop, Taggert and Earth
Poisoner attack robin’s K.House for the win.
Cavebear Fox Passes Taggert. Braz Discerning
Fires ??? robin confucian, Cavebear Mojo Working
on Evil Twin of Concourse Godard, Desolate Ridge
does two to attacking Earth Poisoner. Attack
doesn’t take the K.House.
----[BREAK] Cavebear sends all his guys at Orange
Senshi Chamber.
----[BREAK] Mondo Mentor and 4 Shaolin Surprise
stop Braz’ massive victory push. John still holding
with one card left.
----[BREAK] robin goes for victory. Xioyang Yun is
killed. Mentored Jack Donovan is pulled back with
his own K.House - stopped from taking the site but
still hits. Plays Yen Fan and Yen and Jack attack
again. Braz Brawls so Cavebear can unturn (Mojo)
and block Yen Fan but robin Confucians it.
Cavebear blocks with a wounded Wu Ming Yi,
heals with S.H.Hospital, smokes Jack Donovan but
nobody can block a superleaping Yen Fan SO
JOHN PLAYS HIS FIRST CARD IN ABOUT 4
HOURS TO STOP ROBIN W/ EARTH, WIND,
AND FIRE TO HEAL THE KING AND KILL
YEN FAN!!!!
----[BREAK] Cavebear pushes for the win. John
plays Mark of Fire and does the 4th pt of damage
to robin’s K.House, denying Cavebear the site and
the win.
----[BREAK] Braz pushes for victory. Cavebear’s
Lusignan with a Claw of the Dragon intercepts
Braz’s newly played Wu Ming Yi. Braz deputizes
Wu Ming Yi and kills the Fool. robin’s Fox Pass
pulls the Evil Twin of the King of the Thunder
Pagoda to his mentored 30-fighting Taggert!!! But
Braz gets through with his two Underworld
Trackers.
----END!
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Gencon 2003 Dueling Decks
Secret Wind Across
Heaven Tech
Rocket Jam
by Joshua Kronengold
Gencon 2003 Dueling
Championships Finalist

Creeper
by John Merrill
Gencon Dueling
Championships
semifinalist
5 Sinister Priest
5 Palace Guards
1 Death Ring
2 Evil Twin
1 The Emperor
2 Gnarled Horror
5 Walking Corpses
1 Seven Evils
4 Inexorable Corruption
2 Hell Charger
2 Big Rig
1 Underworld Contract
1 Spies Everywhere
2 Inauspicious Reburial
2 Discerning Fire
2 Die!!!
1 Infernal Pact
2 Pocket Demon
5 Puzzle Garden
2 Gambling House
2 Desolate Ridge
2 Fox Pass
1 Temple of the Angry
Spirits

Stealth Cheese
by Conrad Mikaelian
Gencon 2003
Dueling Championships
semifinalist
5 Jade Wheel Society
2 Student of the Bear
3 The Pledged
2 Ninja Interior
Decorators
3 Rat Fink
3 Coil of the Snake
3 Gruff Lieutenant
1 Serena Chase
1 Kinoshita
1 Phillipe Benoit
1 Yen Song
1 Juan “El Tigre”
Velasquez
1 Monkey Chang

4 Proving Ground
2 Whirlpool of Blood
2 Eagle Mountain
1 Bandit Hideout
1 Genocide Lounge
2 Street Gang
5 Resistance Squad
1 Portal Jockey
5 Dallas Rocket
1 Ba-BOOM!
1 Major Hottie
5 Scrounging
2 Close Call
3 Street Riot
2 Who's the
Monkey Now?
1 Payback Time

2 Bite of the Jellyfish
3 Bull Market
2 Shadowy Mentor
3 Operation Killdeer
5 Mole Network
4 Explosives
3 Pump-Action Shotgun
1 Golden Mile
1 Night Market
1 Gambling House
1 Mobius Garden
2 Fireworks Factory
3 Nine Dragon Temple
2 Blessed Orchard
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by Julian Lighton
Gencon 2003
Dueling Champion
5 Student of the Dragon
3 Redeemed Gunman
2 Hacker
2 Proving Ground
2 Whirlpool of Blood
2 Eagle Mountain
2 Stone Spirals
1 Kinoshita House
1 Phlogiston Mine
4 Final Brawl
2 Kiii-YAAAH!
3 Dirk Wisely's Gambit
3 Ting Ting's Gambit
5 “Is That All You Got?"
3 Consumer on the Brink
3 Old Uncle
2 Ting Ting
5 Good Ol' Boys
Note Julian’s ultra-secret Wind
Across Heaven tech - don’t play
it. There must be something to it,
though, as this deck not only
won the dueling championship
but went to the final in the world
multi championship as well.

Power for Promos

Did you notice that Shadowfist starter
and booster packaging has numbers in
diamonds that look like the Power
Generation stat from Feng Shui Sites?
Well, they are, sort of.
Each starter box or booster wrapper is
worth an amount of Power Points. You
can trade them in at our website (see the
Power for Promos program) for nifty
promo stuff, while supplies last. Each
booster is worth 2 Power (clip the 2 in

White Ninja

the diamond on the back of the
wrapper) and each starter is worth 5
(clip the 5 on the box flap). Send your
Power along with a self-addressed,
stamped envelope (for players outside
the US, please send the appropriate
number of International Reply Coupons
for airmail) and anything you’d like to
protect your item to Power for Promos,

Z-Man Games, Inc., 6 Alan Drive,
Mahopac, NY 10541.
The Eastern King

90 PPts for general public.
80 PPts for SWS members.
Quantity: __________
Power Pts: ________

90 PPts for general public.
80 PPts for SWS members.
70 PPts for registered
Ascended SWS members.
Quantity: __________
Power Pts: ________

Nine Cuts

Once and Future
Champion

90 PPts for general public.
80 PPts for SWS members.
Quantity: __________
Power Pts: ________

90 PPts for general public.
80 PPts for SWS members.
70 PPts for registered Four
Monarchs SWS members.
Quantity: __________
Power Pts: ________

The Junkyard
90 PPts for general public.
80 PPts for SWS members.
Quantity: __________
Power Pts: ________

Silver Jet

Primus
90 PPts for general public.
80 PPts for SWS members.
70 PPts for registered Purist
SWS members.
Quantity: __________
Power Pts: ________

Time To Kick Ass!
90 PPts for general public.
80 PPts for SWS members.
70 PPts for registered Dragon
SWS members.
Quantity: __________
Power Pts: ________

Yung Chang

90 PPts for general public.
80 PPts for SWS members.
70 PPts for registered Four
Monarchs SWS members.
Quantity: __________
Power Pts: ________

90 PPts for general public.
80 PPts for SWS members.
70 PPts for registered Guiding
Hand SWS members.
Quantity: __________
Power Pts: ________

Wedding Gifts

Ho Chen

Elephant Gun
90 PPts for general public.
80 PPts for SWS members.
Quantity: __________
Power Pts: ________

The stuff we offer for redemption will
change over time. We’ll keep a current
list online (at www.shadowfist.com/buy)
and we’ll update the list in the FAQ
whenever we update the FAQ.

90 PPts for general public.
80 PPts for SWS members.
70 PPts for registered Four
Monarchs SWS members.
Quantity: __________
Power Pts: ________

90 PPts for general public.
80 PPts for SWS members.
Quantity: __________
Power Pts: ________

Che Gorilla
90 PPts for general public.
80 PPts for SWS members.
70 PPts for registered Jammers
SWS members.
Quantity: __________
Power Pts: ________

4 Burn for Victory
Counter Cards
90 PPts for general public.
80 PPts for SWS members.
Quantity: __________
(sets of 4)
Power Pts: ________

Name _____________________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
Power Pts Enclosed __________ Phone# _________________________
SWS Member?
No
Yes/Faction ___________________________
All items are subject to availability. Allow 2-6 weeks for delivery.
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